Celebrate IU Video Contest
A group of students from IUPUI win the contest with a video rap.

Date: November 18, 2008

Duration: 1:07

Transcript

(This is the sound of Indiana University)

Top urban university With twenty different schools, show the best of me IUPUI born in 69 is education redesigned

Montana, Louisiana Paris, France, Rome and Nevada The only place where I wanna be its here on campus of Indiana, G

(This is the sound of Indiana University)

IU Grads Who would they be? (What) Representing Genealogy?

David Wolf did Astronomy (What) Kevin Kline a Celebrity (Face) Ernie Pyle won a Pulitzer Prize Jarod Fogel is the Subway Guy (Kick It!)

Montana, Louisiana Paris, France, Rome, and Nevada The Only Place Where I wanna be Its here on campus of Indiana, G

(This is the sound of Indiana University)

Word to your professor.